
 

 

SNPWA/ CHQ/Director CGHS/4/23                                              dated 15th May, 23 

 

To 

Dr. Manoj Jain 

Director CGHS 

New Delhi 

 

Respected Sir 

 

Benign immediate intervention solicited to initiate very stern action against concerned CMO/ 

Cochin and also against AD/ Trivandrum for issuing orders mentioned to Ref ( 2) in complete 

disregard, contravention and blatant violation of the orders of CGHS HQs prevailing for claiming 

FMA simply to torture CGHS beneficiaries of Cochin.  

 

Ref: 1. Several mails and phone calls made by Association to AD CGHS TVM 

2. Illegal, arbitrary and out of bound order issued by the CMO WC/ Cochin (copy enclosed) 

3. 4/05/2019-P&PW(D) dated 23rd March 2022 (copy enclosed) 

4. Dir CGHS No. C 14012/02/2018/CGHS-III/DIR Dated: 6th April, 2018 

 

This is to bring to your kind notice about the harassment being meted  out to the beneficiaries at 

the Cochin Wellness center by CMO/ WC to harass, torture CGHS beneficiaries of Cochin/ WC.  

 

1. The counter official at the WC Cochin (COH1)had initially been refusing to entertain the 

surrender requests of OPD facilities submitted by beneficiaries outside 5km radius of the WC, 

even though they are well eligible for the same vide orders under ref 3 above After intervention of 

this Association with the AD CGHS TVM, surrender cases were being dealt with.  



2. But then the CMO/ Cochin Wellness Centre came up with the illegal, arbitrary orders referred 

at 2 above demarcating the WC area to the entire Ernakulam District, which spans more than 80 

km distance in complete violation of the instructions contained in Dir CGHS No. C 

14012/02/2018/CGHS-III/DIR Dated: 6th April, 2018 ref 4 above, prescribing 5 km distance as the 

radius for determining the WC area.  

Further, the CMO in charge does not have the jurisdiction to issue any such orders overriding the 

instructions of the CGHS HQs. Hence this order is illegal, arbitrary and ultra - vires and is nothing 

but a sadistic action of concerned CMO. Our kind plea is to get these illegitimate orders cancelled 

forthwith and initiate appropriate administrative action against concerned CMO for blatantly 

violating orders of CGHS in this regard in order to relieve the beneficiaries of the inhuman torture.  

 

2. The counter official is refusing to accept applications of persons, who have paid lifetime CGHS 

contribution and are well outside the designated WC area on the plea that they have opted for 

FMA , even though they are well outside the WC area as demarcated by ref. 4 above, and quoting 

the illegal orders at 2 above, putting their fate in balance after paying a huge sum as lifetime 

contribution.  

 

3. Another baseless, absurd and unwarranted argument that he raises is that WC area orders are 

restricted only to the serving employees and not the pensioners which is again absurd as 

evidenced by ref 3 above and orders of D. O. P & PW in this regard*  

 

4. The whimsical and sadistic acts of the concerned / CMO quoting official non existing  rules has 

been going on for sometime now without any interference or instructions from AD/ TVM, despite 

seeking her consistent intervention and appropriate action to warn CMO/ WC Cochin to desist 

from infringing upon and nakedly violating orders of CGHS HQs. The fact is that they simply do 

not respond. It is therefore that we are constrained to seek your kind immediate intervention to  

please not only to direct CMO/ WC to set aside illegal orders he has issued vide ref 2 above  but 

also initiate appropriate action against him for torturing senior citizens just for no reason. 

 

Finally, Respected Sir, just for your kind information, beneficiaries of this Association in Kerala 

have unanimously resolved to start indefinite protest actions at the office of AD/ TVM and CMO/ 

Cochin in case orders are not rescinded within three weeks from now and a very stern action is 

not taken against concerned CMO.  

 

Sir, pl don't treat this as a threatening but I am apprising you of the decision of hapless, aging 

senior citizens of Cochin who are determined and committed to secure justice and expose 

unscrupulous elements who are brining disrepute to CGHS, defying their age and other ailments 

that most of them are afflicted with 

 



Respected sir, we are confident that this issue will receive your top most priority for its 

immediate resolution for obvious reasons.. 

 

With kind regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

 

G. L. Jogi 

 

Copy to  

1.Respected Dr V. K. Sharma, Addl DDG CGHS HQs for immediate kind n/ a pl. 

2. AD/ CGHS Trivandrum 

3. CMO/ WC, Cochin.. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 


















